OUR CORE PROGRAMS

FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

• Since 2013
• Two years in public schools as teachers and community leaders
• Total of 253 young leaders engaged and ~50,000 students reached

AMBASSADORS PROGRAM

• Since 2015
• One year extension as a Technical Assistant in local and national government agencies to apply community insight to policymaking

PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS PATHWAYS

• Piloted in 2018
• Two years specialized professional development program for licensed and tenured DepEd teachers

PROVEN TO IMPROVE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES. A study done by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab (MIT-JPAL) showed that TFP-trained teachers achieve statistically significant positive increases in their students’ learning outcomes in Math, English, and Science.

ESTABLISHED PIPELINE OF HIGH-PERFORMING TALENT FOR THE GOVERNMENT. Of the 164 Alumni who completed the Fellowship, 82 have joined the Ambassadors Program ~ 40% of which have been given full-time gov positions within their first year in the program.

GOING DEEP, NOT WIDE. By working closely with progressive local government partners, we are able to give access to a globally-recognized training curriculum to public school teachers who will stay within the DepEd system and continue improving outcomes not just to students, but also to the school community.